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3:1... It is hard to believe but here is a verse of first-year vocab.
I trust the simplicity of it will not cause you to confuse the
easy with the hard.

3:2...Note the cohortative on the first verb.

"streets" 1003V

The use of the perfect tense verbs in this verse is interesting.

3:3... Note how the arrangement of words in the last clause makes the
sentence a question.. . the last part of the verse, that is? No
question word is used, etc., tbut the idea of a query cannot be
missed.

3:4 OID.) "with a little" best idea is our "hardly" 590

1 "release" "let go"
TT

" 1 'T P "chamber" (1:4)

5) )
'

fl Q. Part from ) 7 1) "to conveive" "the one who
conceived me" i

3:5... Note the form of the oath and the vocabulary that is found also
in 2:7. This asseveration with j))i' and the imperfect verb is
somewhat idiomatic (in all otherplaces as well) and suggests
"if you do this some terrible thing will happen so don't do it".

And just for a moment notice how much easier narrative Hebrew
is than regular poetry or dialogue with literary conceits involved.
It is like going back to basic stuff.

3:6 1 "spreading columns" 1071

"smoke" 798

3))fJfrom 71!P.

lpg) "myrhh"

"frankincense", what else? 526

51P2A' "scent powder" h.1. 7 Pretty shaky identification.

"those going about"...probably the merchants that
pass back and forth in the land. 940

When we get into this emphatic descriptive business the vocab
heats up.

3:7... "bed" followed by the name of the owner!

A note on the security system, maybe, or a general comment on the
prominence of the one who lies here.
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